
What's Your Story?™

**About What's Your Story**

In What's Your Story, users can experience their own story. Over the course of the numerous

stories, players have to make decisions again and again, which have a direct influence on the

further course of the story.

In What's Your Story you become part of an interactive story. There are many stories available,

which are sometimes even inspired by famous series and films. In the course of each story you

have to make decisions. Your decision will always have a direct influence on the further course of

the action. So: think before you act. Another special feature is that you can create your own avatar

for each story. With the help of this feature, you can give each story your very own look. In addition,

new outfits and accessories are unlocked during the stories.

**What's Your Story - Features:**

- Become part of the story: In What's Your Story, you not only experience an exciting story, you

even become part of the story. The different genres of the stories range from love stories to

exciting and dark horror stories - there is something for everyone. In the course of the individual

stories, you are asked to make numerous decisions. Most of the time two choices are given to you

how you can respond to a particular situation. But think well before you decide. All your decisions

have a direct influence on the further course of the story.

- Experience famous series and movies: Many stories in What's Your Story were inspired by

famous series and movies. This allows you to become part of your favorite series or your favorite

movie easily. For example, there are stories featuring characters from Beverly Hills 90210 or

Scream.

- Create your own character: So you feel like you're really part of the story, you have the option to

create your own avatar for each story. Decide for yourself how you look during the story and what

you want to wear. In addition, new clothes and accessories are released in the course of the

game.

Conclusion: In What's Your Story you can become part of exciting and emotional stories. Since

many different stories are available, many stories are based on known series and films and you

can create your own avatar for each story, the game will certainly never be boring.


